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DESCRIPTION METATARSAL PAD VERSION SIZE (**) ITEM NUMBER

ErgoPad ball & racket Long 35 – 48 3 78500 5 00002**

ErgoPad run & walk Long 35 – 48 3 78500 5 00003**

ErgoPad® ball & racket
The foot orthoses provide the necessary stability for quick 
stops and turns making them ideal for ball sports. Their heel 
cup stabilizes the hindfoot and ankle. The slightly raised section 
under the small toes stretches them, thereby increasing the 
contact surface between the foot and the shoe for better 
control.

The result is increased stability and improved 
maneuverability during rapid stops and turns.

1  Raised heel cup
 surrounds the heel and stabilizes the ankle during quick 
changes of direction

2  Sensory motor spots
 stimulate the foot muscles and improve motor function

3  Toe bank
 stretches the small toes and increases contact between 
the feet and the shoes

4  Functional top cover
 fights bacteria and inhibits odors

5  weightflex technology
 supports the feet‘s natural mobility during heel-to-toe 
movements

ErgoPad® run & walk
The foot orthoses ensure a comfortable and protected step 
while running, hiking or walking. With their cushioning in 
the forefoot and hindfoot areas, they effectively absorb the 
constant impact of the heel hitting the ground and the toes 
pushing off.

The result is improved dynamics when running and effective 
cushioning of your step.

1  Cushioning of the forefoot and hindfoot
 provides durable cushioning when the heel hits the ground 
and the toes push off

2  Slight heel cup
 guides and stabilizes the foot during movement

3  Sensorimotor spots
 stimulate the foot muscles for improved ankle stability

4  Functional top cover
 fights bacteria and inhibits odors

5  weightflex technology
 supports the natural mobility of the feet when running

FOOT ORTHOSES FOR SPORT
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